Frequently Asked Questions Faux Snow

How do you use faux snow?
It is very easy to use by adding ordinary water to a powdery substance. Within a matter of seconds, the water is absorbed by the faux snow powder and turned into snowflakes. There are many applications for faux snow. Cover the yard, the steps, window ledges, tree branches, the roof, automobiles, or the back deck.

Does Faux Snow look like real snow?
It is the most realistic fake snow available on the market. For the past few years, photographers and the movie industry have been using this product instead of shaved ice.

Can Faux Snow be shaped?
Faux snow can be shaped and molded. Even snowmen and snowball fights are possible with this product. Footprints and snow angels show up really well in faux snow.

Can you play in Faux Snow?
Yes, you can even ski in it.

Can you add coloring to Faux Snow?
Yes, but it is not recommended due to possible staining.

Is Faux Snow environmentally friendly?
Faux snow, once used, can be mixed with potting soil. This mixture makes for a great space-aged moisture holding soil.

How do you clean up Faux Snow?
When faux snow is used indoors, it can be simply vacuumed up with a shopvac or shoveled into a garbage receptacle. It is extremely simple to clean up. When used outdoors, it can be raked into a pile and tossed into the garbage.

What does Faux Snow do to my skin and clothing?
Nothing at all.

What happens if you get Faux Snow in your eyes or mouth?
Since faux snow is a polymer based, expanding powder, it is always best to try to avoid direct contact with the eyes or mouth. If it does come in contact with your eyes or mouth, rinse thoroughly with water.

How long does Faux Snow last indoors?
Faux snow can last for weeks or even months, as long as water is added regularly (use a spray bottle) and it is fluffed up.

How long does Faux Snow last outdoors?
Faux snow is designed to break down once it is exposed to direct sunlight. The breakdown process begins after twenty-four hours. It can be rejuvenated by adding more Faux Snow.

Does Faux Snow kill the grass?
After use outside, faux snow should be raked up as best as possible. If a small amount is left on the ground, the grass should be fine.

Will Faux Snow leave a residue?
Faux snow is easily cleaned up. Once removed, the area should be wiped down with a damp cloth or sprayed with a garden hose in case small granules were left behind.

Does Faux Snow feel cold?
It is a perfect illusion. People say it feels cold. In reality it is only a few degrees below room temperature.

Can Faux Snow be used in cold environments?
Yes, since it is water based it will freeze.